Detroit airplane crash kills 9

DETOIT (UPI) - A commercial plane flipped and burst into flames late Tuesday night while landing at Detroit Airport, the city's second largest. The plane, a DC-9, was carrying 90 passengers and crew members. The crash killed 9 people and injured 30 others. The cause of the crash is under investigation. The plane was on a flight from Chicago to New York. The crash occurred just as the plane was attempting to land. The pilot and co-pilot were both killed in the crash. The crash closed down the airport for several hours. The National Transportation Safety Board is investigating the cause of the crash. The airport is one of the busiest in the United States.
Metro Briefly

Bush plans stop in Cedar Rapids today

Vice President George Bush is scheduled to stop in Cedar Rapids today for an hour at the Holiday Inn in Cedar Rapids as part of his tour of the Midwest. A Bush stop in Iowa is always a hard act to follow, and this one would be no exception. Bush will visit three cities this weekend, The Des Moines Register reports.

The Register says Bush will meet with his supporters tonight in Des Moines before heading to Cedar Rapids for a stop. The newspaper also notes that the Iowa Republican Party has a four-day conference in Cedar Rapids tonight, which could provide Bush with another opportunity to campaign there.

Bush plans to attend the conference before returning to Des Moines for a fundraiser. The newspaper says the conference is expected to attract more than 1,000 Republican Party members.

No charges filed in local crash

By Joseph Lavy, Audrey Metro Editor

The Des Moines Register reports that no charges were filed following an investigation into the accident on Thursday that killed a 26-year-old woman. The newspaper says the accident occurred on Highway 961 near the town of Adel and that the woman was driving a car that hit a pedestrian.

The Register says the pedestrian was identified as 26-year-old Mary Smith, who was walking across the road when she was hit by the car. The newspaper says Smith was pronounced dead at the scene, and no other details were available at press time.

In other news, the newspaper reports that 15 people were injured in a car crash in Marshalltown on Thursday night. The newspaper says the accident occurred on Interstate 80 near the city of Marshalltown and that several vehicles were involved.

The Register says the exact cause of the accident is unknown, but authorities say they will investigate to determine what happened.

Library service's hours cut in spite of public outcry

By James Caley, Staff Writer

A catch is being heard at the Iowa City Public Library, where the city council has decided to reduce the library's hours by 10 hours per week. The decision was reached during a budget meeting on April 16, and the cutbacks will go into effect on May 1.

The Iowa City Press-Citizen reports that the library's hours will be reduced by 10 hours per week, from 60 to 50 hours per week. The newspaper says the decision was made after a public outcry against the proposed cuts.

The library's director, Chris Brondbo, said in a statement that the cuts were necessary due to budget constraints. Brondbo said that the library had to make difficult decisions to ensure its continued operation.

The library's board of trustees approved the cuts, but the decision was met with criticism from the community. The newspaper says that some residents were concerned that the cuts would affect library services and that they were disappointed by the lack of public input into the decision-making process.

Despite the controversy, Brondbo said that the library is committed to serving the community and that the cuts will not affect its ability to provide essential services.
Pittman organizes press conference to criticize aid cuts

By Marcus Swift
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The governor's gift

Iowa Gov. Terry Branstad was quick to veto the proposed gift law last week, but he hasn't been as quick to applaud the many gifts he has given away.

The vetoed gift bill placed a $50 limit on gifts to state officials. Many recommended a compromise between those who believe all gifts should be allowed and those who believe a limit would help ensure the governor is morally opposed to "political" gifts. His many gifts, however, indicate the governor may well be the biggest gift recipient in Iowa politics.

"Even if they're successful, a vaccine likely will not be available until the 1990s - probably the mid-1990s," said Branstad, who is also a University of Iowa Trustee.

By Mary Bruns and Jon Albry

THE UNIVERSITY

Iowa's University Senate is poised to pass a resolution that would severely limit outside gifts to university officials.

"If we're successful, a Vaccine likely will not be available until the 1990s - probably the mid-1990s," said Branstad, who is also a University of Iowa Trustee.

By Mary Bruns and Jon Albry

The Daily Iowan - Iowa City, Iowa - Thursday, March 19, 1987

Guest opinion

We fear that a lack of funding is the major reason that the UI is unable to "cut the edge" research, which requires the necessary flexibility to focus on new opportunities.

By Christopher G. Wesling
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Local can collectors prosper when classes are in session

By Kathleen O'Haffey

Bundled up in a refrigerator black suit, mismatched gloves, and a hat which exposed his watery eyes to the winter chill, a man in many red sweaters counts the hundreds of football fans streaming through Kinnick Stadium. This is Avery the Can Collector, who, as Avery said, must have seen banking system by far the most negative aspect of an academic

"The bank's system does have a few credit unions, and offices of operations at the UI Credit Union, said a lot of people use the system on

"The computer gives back 20 transactions," Noble said. A lot of people use the system on weekends. We get a lot of calls on Sunday afternoon from people who use it to balance their accounts.

"The system does have a bad service policy that refers the caller to a service representative for assistance after these attempts to dial without said, "I don't hold any negative feelings toward our collectors," River Rooms managing director, Owen said. Many of these people are self-educated by reading the newspaper and watching television. I find that more than ever today.

At least one UI student offered a suggestion in an effort to aid can collectors.

"I think every kind of organization that has to do with can collectors should try to pick up the pieces, " one student said. "I don't think it would hurt any to reward them a little more than three cents per can."

Bank service uses phones

By Carol Monaghan

In recent years, Iowa City's banking industry has been on a roll in places ranging from the bank in town to the one downtown. Avery the Can Collector, who has known Avery a little longer than most collectors, said Avery had been around a long time.

"But no one seems to be bothered by the local can collectors," Darby said. "Many of us have never been a problem."

Avery said the number of can collectors often varies with the season and business, there are as many as 400 can collectors in the Iowa City area. Avery said the collectors usually get about $10 each day during the fall, and then they get nothing during the winter months.

"In the summer, collectors come from all over the city to pick up cans. Avery said.

"At least one UI student offered a suggestion in an effort to aid can collectors. "I think every kind of organization that has to do with can collectors should try to pick up the pieces," one student said. "I don't think it would hurt any to reward them a little more than three cents per can."

University of Hall, England: For undergraduates in most disciplines.

University of Lancaster, England: For undergraduate majors in business or psychology.

Nanzan University, Japan: Intensive Japanese language plus many courses taught in English.

University of Iceland: Intensive Icelandic language and culture program follows the foreign language requirement.

International Student Exchange Program:

Openings in 46 universities around the world.

For more information visit:

Overseas Opportunities Library
Office of International Education & Services
200 Jefferson Building
Office Hours: 8:00-12:00, 1:00-5:00

---

ATTENTION PREDENTIAL STUDENTS

The Predential Club will meet Thursday, March 5 at 7:00 pm

Galagan Auditorium

Dental Science Building

Topic for evening: DAT

There will be also a guest speaker.

Professor of English

Michele Bogusch

Kirch Fritch

Sandy Bress

---

PERSONALITY STYLES
Using the Myers-Brigg Type Indicators, you will identify aspects of your personal skills, interests, and how you interact with other students major or those with whom you work.

For those of you...

You must take the Myers-Brigg Type Indicator testing the next day.

Tuesday, March 1-3:00-5:00

305-000
This is the final week of the Cancun trip contest. Deadline for this week's entries is 10 a.m., Friday, March 6. The names of the final three preliminary winners will be published Monday.

Gusto Latino
In Collaboration with
“Decade of Discovery: Overcoming Depression”
Saturday, March 7th
8:00 pm to 12:30 am
IMU Main Ballroom
Authentic Fajita & Drink
Admission: $20
For more information, contact Chico State American Heart Center 262 Mission Ave, Iowa City, 319-353-2000.
Lock-in of prof leads to lawsuit

AIDS research fund

WASHINGTON — A Senate subcommittee Wednesday criticized Assistant Secretary of Health Robert Winograd for being too slow to seek federal dollars for AIDS research and education.

"I don't believe we're making any progress," Sen. Pete V. Domenici, R-N.M., said. "We need to get some action out of this committee."

"We have every indication that the money is not going as fast as it should," Sen. Daniel Patrick Moynihan, D-N.Y., said. "If we don't get this going at once, we're going to have a lot of problems in the years to come."

"The basic problem is that the federal government is not putting enough money into AIDS research," Sen. William Proxmire, D-Wis., said. "It's a matter of basic priorities."

"I don't think we're doing as much as we could be doing," Sen. Edward Brooke, D-Mass., said. "I think we should be doing more."

"I think we should be spending more money on AIDS research," Sen. Barbara Mikulski, D-Md., said. "I think we should be spending more money on AIDS education."
Soviets may publish 'Gulag'

GENEVA (UPI) — U.S. and Soviet negotiators agreed late Wednesday on a timetable for closing next round of arms talks to consider new proposals by Moscow on cuts in medium-range nuclear missiles.

Delegates on intermediate-range forces, or medium-range missiles, will continue their negotiations into next week. Talks had been scheduled to resume Wednesday but will extend their talks until Friday, said a U.S. spokesman.

The April 23 deadline for resumption of the negotiations also was extended because of the Easter holiday in the U.S. and the Jewish holiday of Passover in Israel.

Earlier Wednesday, the United States presented its first complete draft of a feasible multi-stage agreement on medium-range missiles in Europe conditional on strict verification and integration limits on shorter-range missiles.

The Americans rejected proposals to phase in reductions over a period of years, the spokesmen said.

EARLIER IN WEDNESDAY, the U.S. proposal included reductions in the medium-range missiles in Europe, with each side retaining only 100 warheads at any one location on its territory.

Soviets opposed to placing medium-range warheads in Alaska, said a U.S. spokesman.

Gulag Archipelago will be published in November according to a tentative schedule set for Wednesday but will extend their talks until Friday, said a U.S. spokesman.

The April 23 date for resumption of the negotiations also was extended because of the Easter holiday in the U.S. and the Jewish holiday of Passover in Israel.

Earlier Wednesday, the U.S. proposal included reductions in the medium-range missiles in Europe, with each side retaining only 100 warheads at any one location on its territory. It also included attempts to phase in reductions over a period of years, the spokesmen said.

The April 23 deadline for resumption of the negotiations also was extended because of the Easter holiday in the U.S. and the Jewish holiday of Passover in Israel.

Earlier Wednesday, the United States presented its first complete draft of a feasible multi-stage agreement on medium-range nuclear missiles.

Delegates on intermediate-range forces, or medium-range missiles, will continue their negotiations into next week. Talks had been scheduled to resume Wednesday but will extend their talks until Friday, said a U.S. spokesman.
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Earlier Wednesday, the United States presented its first complete draft of a feasible multi-stage agreement on medium-range nuclear missiles.

Delegates on intermediate-range forces, or medium-range missiles, will continue their negotiations into next week. Talks had been scheduled to resume Wednesday but will extend their talks until Friday, said a U.S. spokesman.

The April 23 deadline for resumption of the negotiations also was extended because of the Easter holiday in the U.S. and the Jewish holiday of Passover in Israel.
Hawks hope to avoid crucial weekend upset

By Brad Zinneker
Sports Editor

The Iowa major college basketball team should have an easy time competing this weekend. The Hawkeyes should have a chance to sweep the two-game slate and that may not happen during the rest of the Big Ten schedule.

The Hawks invaded the Wisconsin Fieldhouse in Madison, Wis., and were brought to their knees by the Badgers, 68-58. The final buzzer brought a 9-7 Iowa victory.

The Hawks are the only team in the Big Ten that has been defeated by both Iowa and Wisconsin this year. The Hawkeyes easily destroyed Wisconsin, 68-58. That victory may not happen during the rest of the Big Ten schedule.

The Hawks have a tough road ahead this weekend. The Hawkeyes have put together a 23-7 season. Overall, the Iowa Hawkeyes have won 23-7 and are averaging 78.2 points per game. The Hawks have a chance to sweep the two-game slate.
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Communicates extremely well with Banks said during the non-conference games. The twosome of Bryan McIver and junior college transfer Bryan Ralke. The two catchers will split the duties behind the plate, Banks said.

Senior Randy Frakes will lead the infield. Frakes played second base for Banks last year and now will make the transition back to his favor­ite position—shortstop.

"I'm not afraid that where I played except for two years here at Kansas, I'm not afraid of anything," Frakes said. "I'm able there (at shortstop) than I ever did at second base."

Frakes said he didn't feel any added pressure to perform offensively this season with relatively thin depth in the infield.

"We're going to be competitive at the plate," said Frakes. The Hawks may show some of a hitting run of offense, sacrificing runners and taking advantage of small ball.

The Hawks will send junior Dan Ellis to second base to compose the doub­leplay combination. Frakes said he communicates extremely well with Ellis, which should make it easier for Banks to work the middle of the infield.

On the Corner of the infield, Banks will send junior college transfer Jason James to first base. James will move from shortstop from Muscatine Junior College, behind

Sportsbriefs

Darby to take leave of absence

Iowa's women's tennis coach, Charlie Darby, will be taking "a necessary leave of absence" from his coaching duties but "will be back before the end of the spring season," he said Wednesday evening from his home in Ames.

"I am on vacation while I explore my options," Darby said.

Norman, illinois drop Wolverines 89-75

ANN ARBOR, Mich. (UPI) — All-Big Ten forward Ken Norman scored 20 points and two Wolverines added 11. Tuesday night to help Illinois another Michigan, 89-75, and keep the Illini in the hunt for a third-place finish in the Big Ten.

Illinois improved to 12-1 in the Big Ten and 22-7 overall while Michigan dropped to 13-11 overall in the conference.

Scoreboard

NCAA Statistics

62.3% shooting from the field 57.5% free throws 9-18 (.444) three pointers
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Baseball

1987 Hawkeye Baseball Schedule

SCOTT FLYN AND RED MCCALL

THE HAWKES have also committed to a pre-prom celebration that will be held in the proximity of Urbanus, Iowa, while Rath cạnh in a basketball tour­nament against the high school at the State University of Wisconsin, at Madison, Wis. and the University of Iowa. Rath hopes to continue his college career at Iowa City, Iowa, where he can open a new chapter in his basketball life.

Before the game, Banks will send the teammate of Bryan McIver and junior college transfer Brian Ralke. The two catchers will split the duties behind the plate, Banks said.

Senior Randy Frakes will lead the infield. Frakes played second base for Banks last year and now will make the transition back to his favorite position—shortstop.

"I'm not afraid that where I played except for two years here at Kansas, I'm not afraid of anything," Frakes said. "I'm able there (at shortstop) than I ever did at second base."

Frakes said he didn't feel any added pressure to perform offensively this season with relatively thin depth in the infield.

"We're going to be competitive at the plate," said Frakes. The Hawks may show some of a hitting run of offense, sacrificing runners and taking advantage of small ball.

The Hawks will send junior Dan Ellis to second base to compose the double-play combination. Frakes said he communicates extremely well with Ellis, which should make it easier for Banks to work the middle of the infield.

On the Corner of the infield, Banks will send junior college transfer Jason James to first base. James will move from shortstop from Muscatine Junior College, behind
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Sports

Battered and bruised Hawks try to survive weekend pair

By Marc Remme
Sports Writer

"I've been particularly impressed with the efforts put in at practice and the things we've worked on," Meyer said.

Remme, Meyer take charge of forwards

BY CATHY CRONE
Staff Writer

Imagine this role in the NBA. An offensive player would have his back to the basket for more than three seconds, and he would have to shoot. That's the same as in a Gridball situation.

While having a winning season with the Hawks, that was one of the offensive forwards that they've worked on, according to Favorite.

"There's been a lot of work put in," Favorite said.

Meyer was also last year's Champion of the men's division with Kevin Miller, a native of Canada.

"The Hawks need to put in a lot of work in the Gateway Conference, that threat with a starting lineup playing in the No. 9 spot," Favorite said.

Australians Wohlford and Liz Canzoneri are to the match. Ireland will play at the Iowa intramural basketball players did use it and bruised Hawks.

De Zilk, a sophomore from Canada, entered the meet but didn't compete at No. 6. Kim Meyer was also last year's Champion of the men's division with Kevin Miller, a native of Canada.

"The Hawks need to put in a lot of work in the Gateway Conference, that threat with a starting lineup playing in the No. 9 spot," Favorite said.

Australians Wohlford and Liz Canzoneri are to the match. Ireland will play at the Iowa intramural basketball players did use it and bruised Hawks.

"The Hawks need to put in a lot of work in the Gateway Conference, that threat with a starting lineup playing in the No. 9 spot," Favorite said.

Australians Wohlford and Liz Canzoneri are to the match. Ireland will play at the Iowa intramural basketball players did use it and bruised Hawks.

It doesn't get better for the Hawks as they face off against Illinois State today at 6:30 p.m.

Injury list runs pretty long

A sprained ankle. Strengths and weaknesses lie in having an inexperienced team. "We're a very young team," Favorite said.

Fires and Paul Clark, a three-year starter, hit the court for May 26. Participants will be chosen by lot and the cost is $1.50 which includes camping gear, camping fees, and transportation. The schedule for the marijuana Edition is set for August 30 between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m. The winner will be chosen at the Iowa Intramural Basketball Tournament.

The Hawks will continue to improve their strengths and weaknesses with practices and games. It's all about growing.

"I expect to beat them, but I don't expect to give them a good match," Favorite said.

It's all about growing.
Entertainment Today

At the Bijou
The Miller-Town of Pots von Eust's new show, "War of the Worlds," about the gods and monsters of ancient times, is now playing. Mrs. von Eust's sister, Vera (Mrs. Harold), is the director, and her secretary, Mrs. Maude, is the stage manager. The show has been well received by the audience, with high praise for the acting and set design.

SERVICE
p.
Subtle (1972).

Music
The Klezmores will perform at 8 p.m. in a local bar.
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Playwright's work combines ger's Bagel Bakery. The face is other, as Hester's scaffold sometimes has a less than Wheaton is quite self-effacing together historically - as in

cuously different from other and cast members switch from Veteran reporters are used to status with the center to facilit- of how a play is created from i j udge it safe to let him roam .

Moby sanitary effect on the democracy in his descriptions of the cen- of course , is no excuse to do

While doing what he calls The center also oversees an organization that has been in existence since mid-1968.

In the world, Hester sometimes has a less than Wheaton shows significant ing to put those two novels
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SPECIAL THANKS TO the Iowa City Holiday Inn and General Manager Steve Tarara for use of their facilities.
Center spread swimsuit photos were taken poolside at the Holiday Inn.

THE COVER STORY: Beth Babcock is ready for fun in the sun in a black and blue tank suit. The swimsuit and beach towels were provided by JCPenney. The sail was provided by the UI Sailing Club.
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White sands, blue waters... treat looking clothes from the IMU Bookstore. It's going to be a fabulous Spring Break!
PalmBeach
‘365’ SUIT

The frequent traveler is well aware that the climate at departure can be very different than the climate at arrival. The ‘365’ suit by Palm Beach®, regular or athletic cut, spans seasonal and regional temperature changes with ease. Ideal for interviewing and the job after with comfort ‘365’ days of the year.

SIZES: Shorts
   Regulars
   Longs
   Extra Longs

*Regular and Athletic models

Ewers Men’s Store
FOUR FLOORS - DOWNTOWN IOWA CITY

Take a good look at Dexter Tradition.

LENOX
Black
Burgundy
$57

COPLEY
Black
Burgundy
$57

Quality is a sign of tradition. And these Dexter Classics are no exceptions. Fine leathers. Attention to detail. Classic styling. From Dexter

Fashion Eyewear
For Less

$34.50 Contact Lenses... $49 Eyeglasses!

Save on contact lenses or eyeglasses! Daily-wear spherical contacts by CooperVision, Wiley-Kiss DuraSoft 2, or Hydroner Softmate B are only $34.50 per pair. Select your eyeglasses from an assortment of frames with single-vision plastic and oversized lenses for only $49 complete (eye exam extra). Get fashionable eyewear for less, at Duling Optical®

Offer excludes all other discounts and certificates. Contact to powers of +6.00. Additional charge on bifocal prescriptions. See optician for limitations.
Chambray and denim team up for new looks

DENIM HAS ALWAYS been in style but this spring the difference is it's dressed up. Don't fret though, the torn, faded look is ever popular so keep those well-worn jeans but add to the look with chambray shirt, silver jewelry, and cowboy boots. Due to denim's wide variety, denim can capture the mood you're feeling whether it be sporty, sexy or just plain casual.

DENIM IS COMPLIMENTED this season with chambray, a lightweight denim, and madras, a cotton fabric in a combination of light and dark blue. These fabrics are featured in shorts, shirts, pants, skirts and dresses. And don't forget the cowboy boots! The western look is in and what better way to show-off chambray and denim than with a short white cowboy boot. It is extremely popular this spring and is dressed up with silver and rhinestone studs or with buckles to add flare. White flats are also complimented by rhinestones and would be great for a summer walk by the beach.

DON'T DISCARD PAISLEY quite yet. The cotton pants (right) have the paisley print but has the variation of indigo and light blue which has captured the fashion trend. The white shirt with light blue piping and a blue sweater draped over the shoulders ties the outfit together. Then, accessorized with a blue ceramic bead necklace, a denim hair bow, and white silver-studded cowboy boots, the outfit is a knock-out! The bow was provided by Thingsville and the clothing, boots and necklace were provided by Mark Henri.

JUMPSUITS ARE BACK and are as versatile as ever. For the more sporty look, a bright-colored tank top can up worn underneath the jumpsuit and at night, a camisole can be slipped on for a sexy feminine look. Belt or sash the outfit and accessorize with necklace, earrings, and bracelet for a complete look.

The chambray jumpsuit shown here is highlighted with gathers and a wrap front. A matching rope necklace and belt complements the jumpsuit. Then, to complete the outfit, white cowboy boots do the trick.

This outfit was also provided by Mark Henri.

GUYS, YOU'RE SURE to make an impression in a pair of baggy pinstripe jeans. These jeans are perfect for class or for a date. Don't hesitate wearing a plaid shirt under a sweater with the pinstripe. The blue, white and green checked shirt (shown) looks incredible under the white sweater.

The pinstripe jeans, plaid cotton shirt and white cotton sweater were provided by Michael Pi.
Le Coq Sportif - you recognize it immediately, whether it's the television exposure or the great French design, or the fit...it always says tennis and style in the same breath.

The Racquet Master 338-9401 · 321 S. Gilbert
(½ blk. south of Burlington)

Hair Clinic & European Hair Designs 214 S. Dubuque St. · 338-9673
Open 7 days a week · Mon.-Fri. 7 am-10 pm
Sat. 7 am-6 pm · Sun. 7:30 am-5:00 pm

SING THE BLUES THIS SPRING BY TEAMING UP CHAMBRAY AND DENIM. WHETHER AN ALL-OUT WESTERN LOOK OR A SIMPLE PAIR OF JEANS TOPPED WITH A JEAN JACKET, THE LOOK IS SIZZLING HOT! THESE FASHIONS WERE PROVIDED BY WESTERN WORLD OUTFITTERS.

THE JEGGING HAS BEEN A FAST-MOVER GETTING A LOT OF ATTENTION THIS SPRING. SHORTER AND SLENDER, IT HAS STRETCH (NO STITCHES) IN SOME CASES DESIGNED TO THE JEANS, IT'S PART OF FABRIC IT'S A SECOND SUITING FOR THE SLENDER BODY, OR GET A SECOND SESSION
Variety of faded styles adds spark to denim

Faded denim is the talk of the town! Whether it's stone-washed, bleached, or snow-washed it's a hit! The stone-washed process washes the jeans with pebbles over a few hours of time. Snow-washed makes jeans speckled or streaked light and dark blue.

Jeans have the reversed silhouette look, fuller in the hips and rear then tapered tight to the ankle. The women's jeans (left) show-off the tapered leg with a slight slit at the ankle. The zippered ankle is also a popular addition to jeans this spring.

The jean jacket is traditionally worn with a pair of jeans but looks smashing with a jean skirt. An oversized jacket is a sensational match with a tight jean mini skirt!

The chambray drop-waist skirt drapes nicely over a pair of brown cowboy boots. The brown boots are still in style and give a more traditional look to a western outfit.

The chambray and white pin stripe shirt is complimented by a bolo. The bolo has progressed from being strictly male to the more feminine and colorful. There is a variety of bolos out there from etched silver to ones with pink stones.

The cowboy hat sets off any outfit and comes in a variety of colors ranging from brown to pink.

The mocassin is great for cozy, more informal settings.

All clothes and footwear shown opposite were provided by Western World Outfitters.
For the long & short of it
denim & chambray are back!

SKIRTS ARE MAKING a flash statement this spring from the short mini to the tea-length skirt.

Mini skirts tend to be straight and form-fitting.

With denim gaining popularity, the knit mini is getting pushed aside for the faded jean skirt. The jean mini shown here was provided by King of Jeans.

WORN WITH FLATS, or a low pump, the mini is great for a night out on the town. For play, anklets and tennies can give your mini a fun and sporty look.

Long straight skirts hit mid-calf, just topping the ankle and are strictly for tall women. The straight skirts are featured in chambray, along with denim.

THE FULLER TEA-LENGTH skirts are also getting a lot of attention, especially when worn with a white cotton petticoat underneath. The fuller skirts are being shown with the white ruffle attached peering out a half an inch from the chambray. White pumps are a must for this type of skirt. The fuller chambray skirt shown was provided by Mark Henri.

The 50s look in skirts is again popular and is set off by a pair of high-heeled pumps and a crinoline petticoat under the skirt. The crinoline will puff the skirt out and draw extra attention to it. Accessorize with a leather belt to match the pumps. Sheer hose is now supplementing opaque and is a must to complete the outfit.
Spring Casual Styles that go anywhere or do anything!

WESTERN WORLD Outfitters

Highway 1 West Iowa City

Hours: Mon. thru Fri. 9-9; Sat. 9-5; Sun. 11-5

Westdale Mall Cedar Rapids
All you have to spring for is $2.
The Merle Norman Spring Promises Package.
Yours for only $2 with any $12 minimum purchase of Merle Norman products. Including a Cleansing Bar with Sponge, Fresh 'N Fair Skin Freshener, Moisture Lotion, Lip Stay and Performance Lipstick. It's everything you need to face up to spring beautifully.
This offer is only good while supplies last, from February 16th to March 31st. Bring this ad into one of the following Merle Norman Studios. Limit one per customer.

The Sycamore Mall
338-6606

Spring Fashion Preview
Men's & women's active sportswear by Segrets, Patagonia, Royal Robbins & Porto Covo.

Modeled by: L to R: Tony Ortiz, Elizabeth Russel, Deborah Schmidt, Lisa Knudson, & Andy Penziner.

The Rarity of a Carat or More...
Every diamond is rare. But the chance of recovering a quality diamond of a carat or more is even rarer. In fact, it's a miracle. But the real miracle is how this rough piece of stone born from the earth is reborn on a woman. A rare and lucky woman.

Richard J. Malcolm Jr., Graduate Gemologist

Quality diamonds from
MALCOLM Jewelers
Old Capitol Center
"Establishing tomorrow's traditions today"
Hair should highlight your face

Hair is moving from the trendy styles to a cut that will compliment the person's facial features, body structure and lifestyle.

Movement of the hair is being stressed and can be achieved by leaving one hair at the crown of the head. The feminine look is in and the softness around the face is being stressed. Perming techniques are changing to achieve soft, sweeping, moving hair. One way to perm is to do it without rods but with hair clips. It's called a scrunch perm and gives different levels to the hair. Another way is to neutralize the hair off of the rod enabling shaping the hair into the desired style.

Length of the hair for both men and women is determined by bone structure and the height of the person. Long straight hair on a short woman will only make her appear shorter, by adding volume and height to the hair, that same person will appear taller.

The career person can still wear the classical styles and achieve a look for both on-the-job and on-the-town.

The traditional bob is moving to different lengths will be opened up on the sides to add softness and highlight facial features.

Men's hair will remain short at the sides but the hair will be more of a box cut and more hair will be left in the crown area to make the head appear to be more oval.

There was a big promotion of hair bows during the winter season but for spring and summer a voile bow, which is small and light weight, will compliment swim wear and sportswear.

Natural colors in make-up are being emphasized for the softer look. It is important to co-ordinate make-up colors with hair and skin tones.

Try to achieve a total look by coordinating your hair, make-up, clothing and lifestyle. A color-analysis is a great first step to your road to the total you.

This information was provided by Evonne Johnson, owner and operator of The Hair Clinic and European Hair Designers.
Suits break traditions

BREAK AWAY from the traditional blue, black or gray men's wear look when you're in the search for that first big job. Women no longer have to look masculine to compete in a career-oriented job market.

That all important interview will be less nerve-wracking when you are dressed to express not only your career aspirations, but your self-confidence and sense of style as well.

Gone is the era of the strictly grey business suit, white blouse and paisley bow tie. With it goes the masculine tie, low heels and plain-colored hosiery. Today's career woman has many looks to choose from including suits with skirts, suits with slacks, dresses and jacket dresses.

Women's suits have come a long way since the dress-for-success era. Styles have changed and so have the fabrics and colors. The look is much more feminine. Skirt lengths vary as well as the lengths of the jackets. Swings kick pleats and less restrained dinked skirts are more the rule than the exception. Jackets take charge with shoulder pads and softer fabrics while new collar treatments show the best is yet to come.

New fabrics are taking the fashion world by storm. Now along with the wool and wool-blends, linens, linens-looks, silks and cotton-blends are perfectly acceptable. Colors range from the traditional navy, grey and charcoal, to teal, wine, pink and cream. Almost any color is acceptable provided it is coordinated and put together with some thought.

But how do you go about finding out what is and isn't accepted in your prospective profession? According to Barbara DeWitt, fashion columnist for The Daily Iowan — Iowa City, Iowa — Thursday, March 5, 1987.

Those choosing the business world are smart to adhere to tailored looks and crisp even lines. But add splashes of color through scarfs, ties and jewelry. Even handbags and brief cases can get into the act. Colored pumps and coordinating hosiery complete the outfit.

THE LONGER TAUPE jacket (far left) is double breasted and accented by slash pockets on the revers. The knee-pleat skirt is longer to complement the tailored lines. The peach blouse buttons down the front and adds to the down-to-business attitude. Coordinating taupe pumps and hose harmonize with the grid-colored accents in her jewelry.

The royal blue suit takes command during business hours and relaxes after hours. The double breasted accents are complemented by a non-traditional pink blouse and matching hose while the longer jacket outplays the long dinked skirt. Matching leather pumps in a classic heel finish the look.

These suits, accessories and pumps were provided by Mark Henri.
Save 40% on all memberships

Plus
FREE Designer Gym Bag
FREE Designer Polo Shirt & Shorts
FREE Racquetball Racquet

Above offer valid on first 50 new memberships

New Life Fitness World
2220 Mormon Trek 351-1000

Prange Intimates
Old Capitol Center 337-4800

"Give me a Break!"
Choose from hundreds of styles!

Raisins
For your early Spring Vacation!

Largest Selection & Best Prices
SWIMSUITS $15 & Up

This Hunter Haig® Wash and Wear suit is distinctively tailored in a lightweight blend of dacron and cotton to keep you looking sharp and confident throughout summer’s warmest days. In pinfeather cotton cords and crisp poplins, Hunter Haig® can make your summer a “wearable” experience. Pin cords in light blue and navy. Poplins in charcoal, tan, navy, olive and gray.

Reg. $175
NOW $149

BREMERS
120 E. Washington 338-1142
Make a splash with new swimsuits

Splash into spring with fun new swimsuits in an array of bright and pastel colors. Whether you're on the beach or at poolside, these swimsuits will get a second glance from onlookers.

Suit styles run the gamut from a solid skimpy bikini to a floral tank and although anything goes this summer, strapless suits aren't being shown as much.

Men's suits are becoming more bold and bright and range from the tight-fitting tank to the looser-fitting boxer. Making its way to the beach this summer are bicycle shorts which are tight-fitting and longer. These compare to the shorts worn by surfers which are now attracting the land-lover as well.

Black is back and the shimmery highlights will glimmer in the sunlight. Both the bikini and tank will attract attention (bottom left) and will complement a deep, dark summer tan.

The two swimsuits were provided by Prange Intimates, and the sunglasses in the photo were provided by Thingsville.

THE BLUE TANK SUIT (upper left), with its plunging neckline, is plain but eye-catching, sexy but discrete. It was provided by Prange Intimates.
with new swim wear

The bright pink and blue tank's slight gathers and solid blue panel cinch the waist. The floral print suit with the black at the thighs lengthens and slims the legs. Both suits and beach towel were provided by JC Penney. Sunglasses were provided by Thingsville.

The Speedo suit is ever-popular for men and is becoming flashier in an array of colors. These two suits were provided by The Athlete's Foot.

Our friends are having fun by the side of the pool in suits and sunglasses picked by JC Penney (center and upper right). Men's boxers continue to be a statement and come in an array of colors from solid white to stripes to geometric shapes.

This suit, which appears to be a two-color bikini, is actually a four-color piece connected at the sides and is assured to create a stir. Complementing the pink and green front panels, the back of the suit is yellow and blue.

Opal eyes are no longer a problem with sunglasses (bottom right) which provide protection from harmful rays but allow the tanning rays to come through. These sunglasses are at Thingsville. The beach towel was provided by JC Penney.
SO NOW
WHAT'S YOUR
EXCUSE?

The Windrunner for men and women.
$39.99

Nobody knows the athlete's foot like
Athlete's Foot

Old Capitol Center • Iowa City  Lindale Mall • Cedar Rapids

“Audrey’s features everyday savings of 15% to 60% on
name brand first quality women’s apparel.”

Audrey's
NAME BRANDS FOR LESS

1973 Broadway  Pepperwood Plaza
Between Best Buy and econofoods

351-3477

THINGSVILLE

MADE IN THE SHADES

BIGGEST SELECTION OF SUNGLASSES
'Out of Africa' sweeps U.S.

ATCH SOMEONE'S attention this summer with leopard, tiger or zebra print clothing. The look of Africa is in and fake fur, animal prints and wooden jewelry are hot.

It's a jungle out there and what better way to survive than to wear animal prints, olive greens, browns and beiges.

Wooden accessories are perfect with the Africa wear. Little wood animal earrings or necklaces give new the outfit a new dimension. And don't forget wooden bangle bracelets. The more the better.

Beaded necklaces accentuate any shirt neckline. Wear a single stand of larger ceramic beads or a group of 15 strands of smaller beads to highlight your outfit.

Gold jewelry can be worn in place of wooden beads for a more dressy, classy look. Big gold earrings can definitely give your outfit a boost!

Sandals look great with the olive walking shorts (left) and give the outfit a cool, comfortable look. The lighter blouse contrasts the shorts but is tied together with a rustic robe belt. The stand-up collar is set-off by the beaded necklace.

OLIVE GREEN AND RED are quite a combination! And what a way to show-off a tan!

The man's paisley shirt in olive, beige and red is sure to make an impression and the red knit shirt brings out the red in the paisley.

Draping the olive sweater is one way to tie the outfit together. Another way would be to remove the red knit shirt and wear the sweater alone with the paisley.

The brown ankle boots look terrific with the olive pants or could be worn with thick socks and walking shorts for the more rugged outdoorsy look.

The comfortable cotton off-white shirt not only looks great under the olive green blouse to break up the blouse and pants but is sort-of an all-purpose shirt. It can be worn alone, under a blouse or jacket, and with any color scheme.

All women's clothing, accessories and footwear were provided by Mark Henri. The man's clothing was provided by Michael J's.
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Suits: traditional, tailored

MEN ARE STAYING with the traditional colors for interviewing suits this spring. Dwane Noser, owner of Evers men's clothing and shoe store said that smoky blues and oxford and charcoal grey are on the agenda for interviewing. These year-round colors will last more than one or two seasons.

The soft-shoulder suit is the perfect interviewing suit because of the looser arm holes and the center instead of side vent.

Once hired, check with the company to see if there are an dress or appearance codes you must follow. If not, go ahead and pull out the plaid jackets, poplin suits and paisley ties. You do not have to look dull to be successful on the job.

Poplin suits are again popular and are being featured in tans, olives, blues, navy and light greys.

A suit of 65 percent polyester and 35 percent cotton gives a traditional look and is cool and comfortable without wrinkling too much.

THE CHALK STRIPE, which is a little wider than the pinstripe, is coming out multi-colored. Grey, burgundy and blue are teamed together and by wearing different shirts or ties in either of the three colors will change the appearance and diversify the suit.

Dress slacks with pleats are a new fashion detail in men's wear. According to Earl Murphy, owner of Bremers and are currently being shown in the typical dress suits. Suspenders are also being accepted with dress wear, rather than as something worn only for casual occasions.

PLAID SPORT COATS are being worn but not for interviewing. Stay with traditional suiting when job hunting. Depending on the work place, plaid sport coats may be acceptable. Plaids can be fun and versatile teaming up with bright-colored pants, shirts and ties.

Madras sport jackets have been around for quite a while but are finally hitting outside of the country-club scene. Madras is lighter weight and more summery than the plaid blend jacket.

The best way to top off that interview suit is with a classic trench coat. Usually in shades of tan and greys, the trench coat commands authority whether it's worn for business as usual or on a casual date.
Zodiac mixes colors in soft leathers. Fresh combinations. Great looks. Choose from the many styles available at WALKERS!

Colors

Denim Blue/Pink/White
Khaki/Pink/Sand
Khaki/Soft Paisley

Fun...

Fashion...

Function...

Bicycle apparel by Baleno, Bellwether, Giordana and Nike.

INTERNATIONAL
World of Bikes INC.
351-8337 723 South Gilbert Iowa City

Walk In To...

Walker's

Men's - Women's & Children's Shoes
OLD CAPITOL CENTER 338-2946

Cedar Falls - Cedar Rapids (LINDALE) - Des Moines - Dubuque - Iowa City - Mason City - Sioux City - Waterloo
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‘Africa’ styles take safari to street

OW! LOOK AT HOW those women’s leather boots (right) accent the skirt and jacket! The decorative front of the boot gives the appearance of being lace-up instead of slip-on. The boot hits just below the knee to be striking and comfortable as well.

The short leather boot for women also works well in a safari theme. Laces or buckles are sure to make a hit.

THE MEN’S LACE UP ankle-high boot (right) adds a touch of class to what would be traditionally called a work boot. The boot was provided by Walker’s shoe store.

The popular animal prints are shown with a lion head on the women’s silk scarf. The scarf, which includes olive, brown and beige would highlight any safari-look clothing. Remember, accessories can make the difference between that attractive put-together look and an outfit which consists of three pieces of clothing which go together but don’t compliment each other or look like a finished product.

OLIVE GREEN is hot but don’t neglect brown and beige to break up the olive or tie it together.

Animal prints are also being shown in blouses, slacks and jackets, in addition to accessories. A pair of zebra-print pants or a tiger-spotted blouse could add zing to your wardrobe.

The woman’s clothing shown can be mixed and matched for different looks. The olive blazer not only looks traditional with the full skirt but would also add zest to a pair of walking shorts or slacks. Be creative with mixing. Use the scarf around your waist once in a while for a different look.

Women, wouldn’t the man’s paisley blouse shown here look terrific under the olive blazer with a pair of olive green slacks! The shirt is unisex and can be worn by a woman as well as by a man.

The skirt (shown) and red cotton sweater compliment each other but the sweater could be substituted for an earth-tone cotton blouse.

FAKE FUR IS POPULAR for belts this summer and what an attention-grabber!

Women’s clothing, accessories, and boots were provided by Mark Henri. Men’s clothing was provided by Michael F’s.
The Blackstone Beauty Salon offers full service for both men and women. Our experienced staff can help you choose a hair style that is flattering, easy to work with, and affordable.

Iowa City's Oldest & Finest
The Blackstone Beauty Salon
Newly relocated and newly remodeled at 17 South Dubuque
ground floor across from First national Bank
337-5825
The ART of

Tailored clothing that's softer and more feminine...

Tailored clothing is a priority for interviews, but mens styling isn't attune to your preference, we feature tailored clothing that is truly feminine. However, we do share one distinction with mens wear - superiority in tailoring.

Stop in...expect the quality that is your due.

Stephens
APPEL FOR MEN AND WOMEN
338-5473 · OLD CAPITOL CENTER
Open Evenings & Sundays

Coral and melon colors, somewhere between pink and peach, are the basics for the blush and again the khakis are also paired with the melons for the eyes.

THE EYES HAVE it in this innocent and understated season. Natural makeup in neutral tones creates a face that is perfectly polished for daytime or nighttime wear.

This warm, romantic look calls for less mascara, although it is still present, usually in basic black or browns or combinations of both. Colored mascara is making a bold statement, but usually only at night.

Eyeliner is still visible, but again not as heavy we have seen it. Depending on preference, line the top lid from the inner to outer corner and the lower lid about three-quarters of the way from the outer lid. Eyeliner color can contrast or match shadow color depending on the effect desired.

FOUNDATION COLORS are leaning more toward the fair side of the color spectrum, Michelle uses a creamy foundation with the exception of a little bit of red for your cheeks... So how much makeup do you even want to do?

For a light look, just use cream foams on the face and try to create a natural look. Or try a cream foundation that offers something in between a matte finish and a moisturizer.

Translating that to your cheeks also can be the same. Use a cream blush or brush over your cheekbones and remember to blend it in.

For the lips, there is more talk of colors that suit your eye color. For example, if you have blue eyes, you may want to try a more pastel shade of pink or peach. However, for a more natural look, try a sheer lipstick that will bring out the natural color of your lips.
The feel and luxury of solid rope chains
with the sparkle & luster of diamonds.

Steph's
107 South Dubuque
Iowa City
354-1958
Male styles go wild

GUYS, PUT SOME PIZAZZ in your life with brightly colored spring fashions! Pack away those winter blues and stock up on yellows, greens and reds.

There is a crayon box full of colors for men’s clothing this spring so take the plunge and break away from the traditional colors and go for bright, bold plaids, stripes and geometric shapes. And remember, guys wear pastel colored clothes too.

Plaids are a hot topic! Plaid shirts, shorts and pants are sure to liven up any closet. The blue, red, white and green plaid shirt (left) looks sensational with the red and white pinstripe baggy pants. The nautical sweater is the perfect touch, either worn or draped over the shoulder.

Graduate from the pinstripe trouser to bold stripes. Add a plaid shirt, striped crewneck sweater, and what an eye-opener!

The plain blue pants are jazzed up with a red and blue shirt and white v-neck sweater. The tropical hat, provided by Thingsville, adds extra color and zest to any outfit.

What better way to liven up an outfit but to have a smartly dressed woman on your arm! The skirt and blouse is fresh and crisp and the matching vest tops the outfit off perfectly.

AND DON’T NEGLECT PAISLEY! Pastel paisley shirts are cool and crisp and make a sensational addition to any pair of shorts or slacks.

It’s quite acceptable these days for a man to wear pink, peach, yellow, baby blue and any other pastel color. Pastels are a refreshing change from the primary colors.

You can still have your comfortable crew neck sweatshirt but replace the navy blue with a bright yellow and white stripe or one with geometric shapes.

A longer style of men’s shorts add a definite touch of class to any wardrobe. A hot new look with a few pleats in the front, button fly, and the length just above the knee is perfect for day or night. Put zest into your wardrobe with a pair of pinstripe, polka-dot or plain walking shorts.

BE COOL on a hot summer night with baby blue and white poka-dot shorts, a white tank top and a striped baby blue short-sleeved shirt.

Put away the dull white high-tops or those brown or black loafers. Colored shoes are in style and are hot!

Complete any outfit with a pair of brightly colored boat shoes or moccasins. Comfortable, sporty and in an assortment of green, yellow, blue, red, and white, to accompany any pair of shorts or slacks.

The huarache is ready to be seen on men and what better way to make a debut than to star in so many colors! The leather huarache is cool and comfortable and great for a walk on the beach.

All men’s and women’s clothing was provided by Michael’s.

Hair Accessories

Large selection of combs and bows at BUC’S

JEWELRY

Hand Crafted & Custom Designed

109 E. Washington St.

Hours: Mon. 9:30-8:00, Tues-Sat. 9:30-5:00

All major credit cards accepted

Old Time Radio

Take time to enjoy these programs.

Thurs., Apr. 1
MARCH OF THE木

107 E. Washington St.

5 month layaway, no interest

All major credit cards accepted

L60 p
Get into the New Spring Fashions

Jan, Owner of Weight & Wellness Management, can help you lose those extra, unwanted pounds and keep them off.

Weight & Wellness Management offers:
- a program based on your needs and lifestyle
- individual counseling with a registered nurse
- instruction to help you learn the proper eating habits.

Our val·pak special: 40% off regular enrollment fee is still good through March 31st.

WEIGHT & WELLNESS MANAGEMENT
2403 Towncrest Ln. • Iowa City, IA 338-9775
Spring into new styles

Spring is here and so are the hot new fashions! Bright, bold prints are making a definite statement this season.

The green cotton sweater (left) is so versatile for spring. Dress it up with a skirt, wear it with slacks or jeans for a more casual look or drape it over your shoulders when wearing shorts and a cotton top.

Look at the brightly colored skirt. What a catch for spring! So many colors to choose from to match a shirt or sweater with. Dress it up, wear it for fun, sure to create a stir.

The plaid skirt and top are perfect for a summer night date with a special guy. The plaid coordinates can be worn with a cotton knit top underneath (as shown) or remove the knit top and button up the blouse (or a more conservative look. This outfit is sporty but classy and the four-string beaded necklace and big gold earrings set the outfit above the rest.

Colored pumps are the rage and not only give outfits a polished and more complete look, they also are a fun change to the traditional brown, black or blue.

Women’s clothing, jewelry and shoes were provided by Mark Henri.

Walking shorts are longer this season and hit just above the knee. They’re great with flats and a oversized suit jacket in the same color for a more dressy look or wear with a cotton shirt, anklets and tennis shoes for a more casual fun look.

Ankle-length cotton slacks provide comfort and style in an assortment of colors. Dress them up with pumps or more casual with tennies.

Remember those lace anklets you wore as a kid? They’re back and look great with skirts, pants and shorts. Wear them with pumps, flats or tennis shoes.

Sandals shouldn’t be ignored when it comes to summer footwear. There are so many styles to chose from. There are slip-on sandals, sandals with an ankle strap, the sling back and sandals with a strap up the middle.

Black and white shoes and sandals are ready to make a statement this summer so watch-out! Worn with a bright red knit dress, it would be dynamite!

But don’t forget about pastels. Pale yellow and pale peach can highlight a dark summer tan. A sleeveless mock turtleneck and soft cotton pants are perfect for a walk on the beach. Soft cotton clothing is not only cool in the hot weather but wash and wear beautifully. It’s casual for a afternoon picnic, but for a more sexy, sophisticated night time look, accessorize and look smashing!

Michael J’s portrait of a lifestyle... timeless in feeling and season for men and women.
You’re invited...

To get acquainted with our staff.

Stop by the Iowa City Racquet Club and meet our aerobics coordinator Jay Cline; and the rest of our helpful, friendly staff. Let us give you a tour of our newly re-modeled facility. No initiation fee - no contracts - no pressure sales.

IOWA CITY RACQUET CLUB
351-5683
1-80 & N, Dodge

* Aerobics  
* Racquetball  
* Tanning  
* Nautilus  
* Tennis  
* Whirlpool  
* Weight Room  
* Nursery  
* Steamroom
"Sometimes he says the funniest things!"

"Showing off our muscles"

Me, my friends, and

JCPenney

Old Capitol Center